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a b s t r a c t 

Obesity is repeatedly proclaimed an important risk factor for atrial fibrillation (AF) and considered one of 

the most promising targets for prevention. This widely held view has been questioned by recent findings, 

which suggest that AF risk is associated with a high lean (aka fat-free) body mass, whereas fat carries lit- 

tle or no independent risk of AF. Focusing on these recent results, the present overview summarizes and 

interprets the evidence underlying this apparent controversy and discusses whether a change of paradigm 

is warranted in AF research or in clinical practice. The overall conclusion is that the excess AF risk in 

obese persons seems primarily associated with other characteristics than the amount of adipose tissue 

per se. 

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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It is well established that atrial fibrillation (AF) is a potentially

erious condition with a high and still increasing incidence [1] and,

onsequently, that the need for powerful means of prevention of

F is urgent [2] . Since the turn of the millennium, an increasing

ody of literature has pointed to obesity as an important risk factor

or developing AF and one of the most viable targets for prevention

3,4] . 

However, during the same period, the issue of how to define

nd measure obesity in the most relevant way has attracted vivid

ebate in the scientific communities. Recent effort s to inf orm this

iscussion have brought intriguing findings, which suggest that AF

isk is primarily associated with a high lean body mass (LBM), also

nown as lean weight or fat-free mass, and that fat carries little or

o independent risk of developing AF [5–8] . 

In the present review, we intend to provide a contemporary

ummary of the existing evidence that body mass influences AF in-

idence. The first section briefly resumes the epidemiological docu-

entation for an influence of “obesity” on AF risk, but it also notes
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he imprecision of the term “obesity”, which may be problematic

n an AF context. After this, the primary focus is directed to a more

horough review of the studies that decompose body mass into fat

ass and its complement, LBM, and assess the association with AF

isk for each of these two components. As these recent studies find

 strong independent association to AF risk for LBM, but not for fat

ass, it is finally discussed whether these results dispute the im-

ortance of obesity for AF risk. 

besity and risk of incident AF 

 note on the concept and terminology of “obesity”

Colloquially, most people would probably use the term “obe-

ity” to describe a vaguely defined condition characterized by a

igh weight, a high amount of fat tissue, a high fat percentage,

r perhaps a high body mass index (BMI) as defined by the weight

in kg) divided by squared height (in m). In addition, measures like

aist circumference and hip circumference, or the ratio between

he two, have gained ground as criteria of obesity, both in research

nd in daily practice. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) states both an intuitive

efinition of obesity as ”abnormal or excessive fat accumulation

hat presents a risk to health” and a technical criterion based on

MI. (According to this criterion, values of at least 25 and 30 de-

ne overweight and obesity, respectively [9] .) As demonstrated be-
under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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low, BMI is the far most used obesity measure in the AF literature,

but BMI is no direct measure of the quantity of adipose tissue, as

also noted by the WHO. In principle, a top-class body builder could

fulfill the mentioned technical criterion for obesity despite an ex-

traordinarily low amount of body fat. 

Obesity and AF epidemiology resumed 

While the importance of obesity for a series of other cardio-

vascular conditions has been widely acknowledged for generations,

the link between obesity and AF was still relatively unheeded a

couple of decades ago. However, following a convincing study in

the beginning of the millennium [10] , this link has been reported

in numerous different settings, recently even in a large, multina-

tional Mendelian randomization study [11] . A 2017 review on this

issue identified about thirty different studies as well as multiple

reviews and meta-analyses [12] and found clear evidence for an

association with development of AF for BMI (25 studies, relative

risk (RR): 1.28, [95% confidence interval: 1.20–1.38] per 5 units),

waist circumference (5 studies, RR: 1.18 [1.12–1.25] per 10 cm), and

hip circumference (3 studies, RR: 1.32 [1.16–1.51] per 10 cm). Less

marked, but still statistically significant, associations were found

for waist-to-hip ratio (4 studies, RR: 1.09 [1.02–1.16] per 0.1 units)

and total fat mass (4 studies, RR: 1.09 [1.02–1.16] per 5 kg). For

fat percentage, the association was not statistically significant (3

studies, RR: 1.10 [0.92–1.33] per 10%). Some trends towards con-

vexity of the associations were observed, but this did not under-

mine the review conclusion that “general and abdominal adiposity

and higher body fat mass increase AF risk”. Nevertheless, it appears

relevant to discuss this interpretation of the resumed associations. 

Epidemiological findings in context 

What is debatable in the above-cited contention is the com-

bination of a narrow focus on the amount of fat/adipose tissue

(rather than on having a large body/a high BMI) and the very

causality-oriented wording that these characteristics “increase AF

risk”. Thus, it is justified to conclude that obesity, especially as

measured by BMI, constitutes a robust risk marker of AF, i.e. “obese

persons have a high AF risk”. This may suffice to make obesity

a relevant characteristic for pure prediction purposes (e.g., when

the need is to define a simple criterion for including persons at

increased risk in a screening program). However, for future pre-

vention of AF, it is important to assess whether this means that

fat tissue constitutes a causal driver of AF etiology or merely a

marker for possibly unknown characteristics that do. Indeed, some

may object that causality can never be inferred from observational

studies and others that causality in an AF context warrants thor-

ough use of advanced concepts, such as distinction between neces-

sary, sufficient, and contributory causes. Still, we find it relevant to

consider whether observed risk markers for AF fulfill the following

two basic criteria for them to be regarded causal. C1: a sufficiently

high plausibility of a causal mechanism involving the risk marker;

C2: a sufficiently low likelihood that the identification of the fac-

tor as a risk marker could be attributed to confounding. For char-

acteristics satisfying only C1, it would generally be relevant to con-

clude that an influence may be possible, but seems to be of limited

importance. For characteristics satisfying only C2, it would gener-

ally be relevant to call for further research that could either es-

tablish the underlying mechanisms or explode the suspicion of an

association. 

Body mass decomposed: fat mass versus lean body mass 

Regarding criterion C1 for fat mass, the literature contains a

vast number of findings or hypotheses that could support the plau-
ibility of a causal link between fat and AF incidence. The bulk

f this literature, which spans from animal experiments [13] over

easures of cytokine levels and cardiac remodeling in obese

ersons to longitudinal studies of patients undergoing bariatric

urgery [14] or randomized weight-loss interventions [15,16] , is

horoughly resumed elsewhere [2,3] . Factors suggested to con-

ribute to the excess AF risk in obese persons include elevated lev-

ls of inflammation, arterial stiffness, blood pressure, dysregulation

f the autonomic nervous system, and heart size, just to mention a

ew, but the mechanisms cannot be claimed to be fully understood

2,3] . 

Regarding criterion C2, the original studies included in the

bove-mentioned review obviously take a wide range of precau-

ions to reduce confounding (and other sources of error), such as

orrections for demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, co-

orbidity, activity level, and food intake. However, whether these

esults hold compelling evidence that fat mass is the true driver

f AF risk may be questioned, when they are reinterpreted in light

f recent studies that decompose body mass into fat mass and its

omplement, fat-free mass or lean body mass (LBM), and suggest

hat AF risk is primarily associated with the latter-mentioned. 

eview of studies 

To gather evidence for this contention, we did a PubMed ab-

tract search on atrial fibrillation and either lean body mass, lean

ass, lean body weight, lean weight, fat-free mass, fat-free weight,

ody composition, or anthropometric measures identifying 37 pa-

ers (February 2019) of which five proved relevant after a pre-

creening process. Four of these were conventional cohort stud-

es: Karas-2016 (The Cardiovascular Health Study) [6] , Azarbal-2016

The Women’s Health Initiative) [7] , and Frost-2014 [5] and Fenger-

røn-2017 [8] (both on The Danish Diet Cancer and Health Co-

ort). Frost-2014 was not selected for further study, because it

eported on a subset of the data included in Fenger-Grøn-2017.

able 1 summarizes the characteristics of the remaining three

tudies and briefly introduces the fifth one, Tikkanen-2019 (UK

iobank) [17] , which used a significantly more complex design in-

olving a Mendelian randomization approach. 

The identification of these four studies had two noteworthy as-

ects. First, they include largely all of the studies of fat mass iden-

ified in the obesity review. (The review included one additional

tudy [18] , which, however, added little to the overall picture).

econd, although muscularity and adiposity are intuitively antony-

ous properties, they all state positive correlations between LBM

nd fat mass (data from the Fenger-Grøn-2017 cohort depicted in

ig. 1 ). Therefore, it is highly important that they all assessed the

ssociations with AF risk for LBM and fat mass (as well as other

nthropometric measures) both individually and under mutual ad-

ustment. 

The central results for LBM and fat mass are presented in Fig. 2

long with the pooled results obtained from a (random effect)

eta-analysis. More detailed results concerning LBM, fat mass,

MI, weight, and height from the three conventional studies are

ummarized in Supplementary Table 1. 

omparison of studies 

The studies agree that both LBM and fat mass are associated

ith AF risk after multiple adjustments for baseline characteristics,

s stated in Table 1 . Azarbal-2016 and Fenger-Grøn-2017 concur-

ently report that the association for LBM is virtually unchanged

nder additional adjustment for fat mass, whereas, conversely, the

ssociation for fat mass is virtually non-existent after adjustment

or LBM. Karas-2016 shows a somewhat similar trend, but this

tudy and particularly Tikkanen-2019 report that a more significant
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Table 1 

Characteristics of four studies on the association between AF risk and lean body mass (LBM) aka fat-free mass or lean weight. 

Study Karas-2016 Azarbal-2016 Fenger-Grøn-2017 Tikkanen-2019 

Population “Cardiovascular Health Study”

4276 community-dwelling 

persons (1640 men and 2636 

women, > 65 years, mean 72.4 

years). 

“Women’s Health Initiative”

8832 post-menopausal women 

(50–79 years, mean: 63.3 years). 

“Danish Diet, Cancer and Health”

26,307 men and 28,966 women 

(50–64 years, mean: 56.1 years). 

“UK Biobank”

331,088–331,615 persons were 

used to estimate genetic 

determinants of anthropometry, 

17,931 cases and 115,142 controls 

to estimate association between 

genetics and AF risk. 

Participants were recruited 

2006–2010 at an age of 40–69 

years (mean: 56.5) and followed 

up until 2015. Yet, the 

case-control study includes a 

mixture of prevalent and incident 

AF cases. 

Exclusion criteria 

at baseline 

Prevalent cardiovascular disease: 

coronary heart disease, stroke, 

transient ischemic attack, heart 

failure, and peripheral arterial 

disease. 

Alcoholism, drug-dependency, 

dementia, or assumed high 

probability of death or migration 

within 3 years. 

Earlier cancer. 

Recruitment 1989–1990 (1992–1993) 1994–1998 1993–1997 

Follow-up 1989–2008, median: 13 years. 1994–2011, mean: 11.6 years. 1993–2013, median: 16.9 years. 

Events 1050 1035 3868 17,931 

Measure of body 

composition 

Bioelectrical impedance measured 

at 50 kHz with 2 + 2 electrodes 

on the dorsum of right hand and 

foot with participants in supine 

position (TVI-10 BCA, Danninger 

Medical) [6] . 

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry 

(DXA) scans using fan-beam 

mode (QDR 20 0 0/20 0 0 + /450 0, 

Hologic Inc.) [7] . 

Bioelectrical impedance measured 

at 50 kHz with 2 + 2 electrodes 

on wrist/metacarpals and 

ankle/metatarsals on nonfasting 

participants in supine position 

(BIA 101-F device, Akern/ RJL) [8] . 

Bioelectrical impedance (Tanita 

BC418MA) supplemented with 

sensitivity analyses using 

dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry 

(DXA) scans for a sub-sample 

[17] . 

Adjustment Age, sex, race, smoking status, 

physical activity level, alcohol 

consumption, estrogen therapy, 

and serum creatinine level. 

Supplementary analysis adjusting 

for echocardiographic left atrial 

anteroposterior diameter. 

Baseline-assessed age, 

race/ethnicity, education, 

hypertension, diabetes, 

hyperlipidemia, coronary and 

peripheral artery disease, heart 

failure, and smoking. 

Baseline-assessed age, sex, 

education, physical activity, 

intake of alcohol, specific foods, 

and nutrients, smoking, 

hypertension, diabetes, ischemic 

heart disease, congestive heart 

failure, valve disease, 

hypercholesterolemia, and 

menopausal status and hormone 

replacement therapy for the 

women. 

Mendelian randomization, i.e., the 

association between 

anthropometry and AF risk was 

derived from the observed 

association of AF risk with 

genetic characteristics predictive 

of fat mass and lean body mass, 

respectively [17] . 

Fig. 1. Scatterplot depicting the correlation between fat mass and lean body mass 

(LBM) for women (red) and men (blue) in the Fenger-Grøn-2017 cohort. (Data are 

culled, and a small amount of random noise was added in order to prevent identi- 

fication of individuals.). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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art of the association for fat mass remains after adjustment for

BM. For Karas-2016, one possible reason for this difference is that

ardiac comorbidity and diabetes must be expected to mediate

ome causal link between high fat mass and AF that is unrelated

o LBM (although all of the three conventional studies account for

omorbidity before baseline in various ways); this process may be

articularly important for the Karas-2016 cohort, which includes

he oldest participants, whereas the pathogenesis may be mainly

riven by other mechanisms in the other studies. Another om-

ipresent source of differences between results from observational
tudies is (possibly subtle) differences in the adjustment strategies.

learly, differences in study design are even more marked

hen the three conventional cohort studies are compared with

ikkanen-2019. (While the Mendelian randomization approach in

his study represents a strong design in some situations, it seems

o provide limited precision in the distinction between risk associ-

tions for fat mass and LBM.) 

Therefore, it is not surprising that our meta-analyses showed

ignificant heterogeneity between the results, and a quantitative

ooling of the results does not seem fully justified. However, it

ay be fair to mention that a random effect synthesis confirms

he finding of a clear and significant association for LBM both be-

ore and after adjustment for fat mass, whereas the association for

at mass is small (and not significant) after adjustment for LBM

 Fig. 2 ). 

Although this result must not be inferred as a proof that fat

as absolutely no independent influence on AF risk, it is suffi-

iently surprising to warrant questioning of the quality of the un-

erlying data, particularly the measurements of the distribution

etween fat mass and LBM. However, a generally high agreement

mong the three studies and other studies of anthropometry and

F gives no obvious reason to suspect that these studies are espe-

ially poor in terms of data quality, cohort selection, etc. (For in-

tance, Fenger-Grøn-2017 report an association for BMI that is just

bove the average for the obesity review.) Furthermore, it seems

eassuring that the null finding is most marked in Azarbal-2016

in which the association for fat mass is very weak even before ad-

ustment for LBM) and that this study reports correlations between

he studied measures that agree well with Fenger-Grøn-2017. Thus,

zarbal-2016 assessed body composition using dual-energy X-ray

bsorptiometry (DXA), which is generally acknowledged to provide

 more precise distinction between LBM and fat mass than the bio-

lectrical impedance measures used in the other two studies [7] .

The difference is unlikely to be explained by the fact that the
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Fig. 2. Associations with atrial fibrillation risk (hazard ratio per 5 kg) for fat and lean body mass (LBM) as estimated without and with mutual adjustment in addition to 

adjustment for the characteristics in Table 1 . (For Fenger-Grøn-2017, an event-weighted average of the originally sex-specific scales is used.) As substantial design differences 

between Tikkanen-2019 and the other three studies may question comparability, pooled estimates from random effect meta-analyses are presented both without (grey) and 

with (black) inclusion of this particular study. 
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Azarbal-2016 cohort included only women, as the supplementary

material in Fenger-Grøn-2017 shows only very small sex differ-

ences.) Also Tikkanen-2019 included DXA measurements on a sub-

set of the study cohort, and report that results based on DXA and

bioelectrical impedance were consistent. Finally, it should be ob-

served that far from all of the reported results show null associa-

tions. Contrarily, the quite well-specified association for LBM, even

after adjustment for fat mass, seems to indicate that the LBM mea-

surements are capable of detecting something that is closely re-

lated to AF risk, even if some could question what this is. 

Still, it is well known that extreme amounts of fat can hinder

mobility and eventually reduce muscle mass (a condition often re-

ferred to as “morbid obesity”, which is associated with high risk of

several cardiovascular conditions). This condition seems very rare

in the studied cohorts, where few persons have a very high fat

mass and low lean body mass, but the risk that this owes to an

under-representation of morbidly obese persons must be borne in

mind. 

Additional notes to the pairwise analyses of anthropometric measures 

Two further findings of the pairwise analyses (Supplementary

Table 1) deserve attention. 

First, both Karas-2016 and Fenger-Grøn-2017 confirm earlier

findings of a clear association between height and AF risk [6,8] .

Although it disappears after adjustment for LBM, a substantial as-

sociation remains after adjustment for both weight and fat mass

[8] , which implies that tall persons have a higher risk than do

shorter persons with similar weight. Therefore, BMI, which assigns

the highest value to the latter-mentioned group, clearly cannot be

the optimal anthropometric criterion for AF risk, even if obese per-

sons, defined as people with a high BMI, inarguably have an over-

average AF risk. 

Second, the correlation between BMI and fat mass is very high

in all three studies ( > 0.9 except for men in the Karas-2016 cohort),

and it is markedly higher than the correlation between BMI and
BM (roughly 0.5–0.6). Therefore, the primary problem with BMI

n an AF context is not that it is a poor marker of fat mass, at

east in these cohorts. (The situation could be different in modern-

ay populations, in which manipulation of body composition, e.g.

onscious exercise and/or dieting, could be much more common

han in populations of middle-aged to elderly persons 20–30 years

go.) Instead, the finding of only weak association to AF risk for

at mass after adjustment for LBM, but strong association for LBM

fter adjustment for fat mass seems to suggest that fat is far from

he only important factor for AF risk. 

nterpretation and perspectives 

The most traditional epidemiological interpretation of this pat-

ern of associations for two potential risk factors would be that

BM is a confounder for the association between fat and AF risk,

.e., only LBM is a cause of AF ( Fig. 3 A). This would even fit well

ith the results of the 2017 review, which suggest that the most

at-specific anthropometric measures had the weakest association

o AF risk, if any at all [12] . Still, from a practical point of view, this

nterpretation does not appear natural. Therefore, it seems relevant

o consider whether other causal scenarios also would be compat-

ble with the results. As statistical calculations generally only pro-

ide estimates for correlations and, hence, leave the direction of

ausal relations up for interpretation, the most obvious alternative

o scenario A would be a variant in which the relation between

at mass and LBM is reverted ( Fig. 3 B). In this scenario, fat mass is

ausal for AF (with LBM as a mediator and, therefore, also causal).

his is also the case in scenario C ( Fig. 3 C), which, of note, is the

nly one that fits well with the frequently stated hypothesis of a

rimary causal pathway from fat to AF through cytokines secreted

y adipose tissue. However, while both B and C could explain the

nding that the association between fat mass and AF is eliminated

y (mistakenly) adjusting for LBM, they are not really supported

y the Azarbal-2016 study according to which the association for
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Fig. 3. Different causal relations between atrial fibrillation and fat and lean body mass (LBM) to be considered in the interpretation of observational studies of the two 

anthropometric measures. 
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at mass is very weak already before adjustment for LBM. Similar

ndings are also reported by Aronis et al. [18] . 

Therefore, we tend to have most confidence in a scenario of

ype D ( Fig. 3 D), in which the associations to AF for both fat mass

nd LBM are primarily driven by some undecided factor, which

as a closer (positive) association with LBM than with fat mass.

f note, the directions of possible causal links between this fac-

or and both fat mass and LBM are left for interpretation and

ypothesizing. 

ypothetical links between anthropometry and AF 

If we consider the earlier-mentioned factors suggested to confer

F risk in obese persons, both inflammation and arterial stiffness

t poorly into the observed picture because they are positively

ssociated with obesity, and yet negatively associated with LBM

19,20] . Improved autonomic modulation as measured by heart

ate variability has been positively associated with LBM and nega-

ively associated with fat mass [21] , but as a U-shaped association

etween this parameter and AF risk is reported [22] , it does not

resent as the most obvious candidate for a causal link behind the

bserved associations. 

This renders heart size particularly interesting in this context.

hus, The Strong Heart Study has shown a close association be-

ween left ventricular mass and LBM, while fat mass and even

eight proved no independent association [23] . Similar findings

ave been suggested for the association between left atrial volume

nd anthropometry [24] . Moreover, already in 2004, the probably

ost important study in this field documented that BMI was unas-

ociated with AF risk after adjustment for left atrial diameter [10] .

 large heart is acknowledged to be prone to AF [25] , and associ-

tions with AF risk in humans are well known for both left ven-

ricular mass and left atrial volume/diameter. Curiously, AF is also

ost frequent in large animals such as horses or elephants. This

s generally attributed to a combination of a large atrium provid-

ng a substrate favorable for the perpetuation of AF [26] and trig-

er activity in the form of ectopic beats being more prominent in

 large heart [27] . The latter could be a consequence of more ec-

opic activity originating from larger amounts of atrial tissue in the

ulmonary veins or provoked by more profound stretching of the

ulmonary veins. 

Consequently, it is of great interest that Karas-2016 presents

upplementary analyses of anthropometric measures that include

djustment for left atrial diameter (Supplementary Table 2). The
verall message of these analyses is that left atrial diameter ex-

lains a good deal, but far from all, of the association with AF risk

or LBM and fat mass (and, of note, almost none of the associa-

ion for height). We cannot know whether other measures of heart

imensions (e.g. left atrial volume or left ventricular mass) could

xplain more of the associations. Yet, it appears reasonable to con-

lude that although heart size is important, other factors must also

e at play. 

Intriguingly, mounting evidence documents a closer association

ith LBM than with fat mass also for blood pressure [28] , which is

robably the most important factor for AF risk [4] . Yet, whether

his explains the remaining association between anthropometry

nd AF risk is not well studied. 

mplications 

As for the directions of the potential links between anthropom-

try and the true drivers of AF risk, we tend to find some direct

ffect of fat mass plausible, although the entailed association with

F is weak, whereas we doubt a direct effect of LBM, although

BM is a better risk marker. Indeed, skeletal muscles, which ac-

ount for the largest part of the LBM in both men and women

20] , do (not unlike fat) constitute a secretory organ characterized

y production, expression, and release of cytokines and other pep-

ides with endocrine effects [29] . One implication is that skele-

al muscle activity promotes synthesis of follistatin in the liver

20] . Follistatin inhibits myostatin, which is complexly involved in

etabolic homeostasis and modulation of adipose tissue function

nd mass with both autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine functions

20] and, notably, regulation of cardiomyocyte growth and car-

iac hypertrophy through inhibition of mitogen-activated protein

inase, kinase-3b, and akt1 signaling [30] . A study of a transgenic

ouse model with inhibition of myostatin found ventricular hy-

ertrophy as well as atrial enlargement, atrial fibrosis, and sponta-

eous AF [31] . Still, this speculation represents a feeble argument

hat the above-mentioned criterion C1 is fulfilled for LBM. 

All of these considerations lead to the key question of whether

eight-limiting effort s should be discarded in an AF prevention

ontext (and perhaps even be substituted for LBM-limiting efforts).

he answer to this must be a clear “no”, and not only because

voiding obesity and/or maintaining an appropriate muscle mass

revents other cardiovascular, endocrinological, or orthopedic con-

itions. Thus, a series of studies have suggested that weight-loss

rotects against AF [14–16] , and, although they might be criticized
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for non-randomized setups, composite interventions, or more focus

on the prognosis of prevalent patients than on primary prevention,

it seems convincing that they are on the track of something with

an AF-preventing potential. However, as weight-loss interventions

generally influence several different parameters, e.g. level of exer-

cise or intake of certain food elements, the exact active ingredient

in these interventions is not well-defined. (Mentioned as a curio,

effort s to loose fat weight are well known to entail a concurrent,

normally unwarranted, loss of LBM, including muscle mass, which

may be of the order of a quarter of the weight loss [32] . This is

a particularly acknowledged problem for bariatric surgery, which

is a part of the reason that surgery is often followed up by dietary

and exercise programs and, consequently, may represent a less pre-

cisely specified and targeted intervention than often assumed.) 

Therefore, it is not obvious, whether interventions that more

precisely target fat mass will represent an improvement or the op-

posite. Hence, far more insight into the full causal chain between

lifestyle-related characteristics (including anthropometry) and AF

risk is warranted to optimize future, large-scale interventions aim-

ing to combat the increasing AF incidence. This seems especially

important because both the popular and the scientific literature

comprises a staggering variety of both exercise and diet regi-

mens aiming to lower fat mass, and certain weight-limiting effort s,

such as endurance exercise, has been associated with increased AF

risk. 

On the short term, the best advice for daily clinical practice

would be to encourage improved focus on ensuring that persons

who, by virtue of a high lean body or muscle mass, appear to have

good health in a traditional perspective do receive appropriate in-

vestigation for AF and interventions aiming to reduce further risk

factors, such as smoking, alcohol consumption, possibly stress, and,

particularly, hypertension. Whether it could promote compliance

with these interventions, particularly in men, to associate high-risk

status with muscle mass rather than fat mass may be worthy of

consideration. 

Conclusion 

Large persons have an increased risk of AF, and the risk is asso-

ciated with both weight and height. Hence, obese persons do have

elevated AF risk, but obesity as commonly defined from the BMI,

which represents a ratio between two risk factors, provides a far

from optimal risk criterion. Furthermore, mounting evidence sug-

gests that AF risk is closely associated with a high lean body (fat-

free) mass, whereas evidence for an independent influence of the

mass of fat tissue is sparse, particularly if we disregard the impact

of fat on the risk of developing other cardiovascular conditions that

may promote AF. Nevertheless, weight loss or weight limiting still

seems recommendable in order to lower AF risk, but further inves-

tigations are needed to explore how to frame future weight reduc-

tion interventions, especially because endurance exercise is known

to constitute an independent AF risk factor. 

Supplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.tcm.2019.05.009 . 
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